
 

 

 

BOOK ANNOUNCEMENT 

Two new additions to the Teaching 

series from Proclamation Trust 

 

Teaching Daniel 

by Robyn Sydserff and Bob Fyall 

The book of Daniel contains some of the best known Bible stories. 

The fiery furnace, the writing on the wall and of course, the lions’ 

den. But that's only half the story.  Many writings on Daniel stop 

there, at chapter six. Very few venture further.  For beyond there 

we enter a whole new narrative, one of prophecy, expressed in 

dramatic apocalyptic language.  While the earlier stories are 

exciting to read, these later prophecies point to the coming of our 

Lord Jesus Christ and take us to a whole new level of drama and 

cosmic conflict - ultimately with us looking forward to God's 

everlasting kingdom. 

 

Teaching 1,2,3 John 

by Mervyn Oloff 

The letters of 1,2,3 John are among the least preached of the New 

Testament letters. The density of the language and the apparent 

repetition of key ideas  – all contribute to the preacher or teachers’ 

hesitation in visiting this unfamiliar territory. Yet these letters speak 

to the modern church, a church needing the pastoral wisdom that 

John brings to us. 
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Christian Focus Publications, headquartered in Scotland, UK, 

publishes up to 80 titles each year with books also translated into 

over 80 languages. The market split for CFP books is 

approximately 50% USA, 30% UK and 20% rest of world (including 

exports to English-speaking nations and translations in other 

languages). 

 Christian Focus books are categorized in four focused imprints: 

“Christian Focus”—popular adult titles; “CF4K”—books for children; 

“Christian Heritage”—classics; and “Mentor”—academic. 

 

Teaching the Bible  

Series Endorsements 
 

“The Teaching series is a great resource for Bible study leaders 

and pastors, indeed for any Christian who wants to understand 

their Bible better.”  

 

Mark Dever, Senior Pastor, Capitol Hill Baptist Church and 

President, 9Marks.org, Washington, DC  

 

"This teaching series, written by skilled and trustworthy students of 

God's word, helps us to understand the Bible, believe it and obey it. 

I commend it to all Bible readers, but especially those whose task it 

is to teach the inspired word of God."  

 

Peter Jensen, Retired Archbishop of Sydney, Sydney, Australia 

 

“This series of excellent guides aims to help the Bible teacher to 

observe what is there in the text, and prepare to convey its 

significance to contemporary hearers. It is like having the guidance 

of an experienced coach in the wonderful work of rightly handling 

the word of truth.”  

 

John Woodhouse, Retired Principal and Lecturer in Doctrine and 

Old Testament, Moore College, Sydney, Australia 

 

North India desperately needs men and women who will preach 

and teach the Bible faithfully and PT's Teaching series is of great 

value in encouraging them to do just that.  

 

Isaac Shaw, Executive Director, Delhi Bible Institute 

Proclamation Trust 

Teaching the Bible 

Series 

This series is for those who 

have the privilege and the joy 

of teaching or preaching a 

particular book or theme from 

the Bible. Whether you are a 

small group leader, preacher 

or a youth worker, it will help 

you to communicate the 

message from a Biblical 

theme or book. This book will 

provide a useful launching 

pad for biblical exposition 

planning and executing a 

lesson or sermon in 

particular with background, 

structure, key points and 

application. They are all 

geared to teach you the truth 

of Scripture. This series is 

published in conjunction with 

Proclamation Trust Media 

whose aim is to encourage 

ministry that seeks above all 

to expound the Bible as 

God’s Word for today. 
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